Case Study
NovaCare Complex - Philadelphia, PA
Challenge
The Philadelphia Eagle’s new state-of-the-art training facility, NovaCare Complex, opened to
fanfare in spring of 2001. The complex is used year-round, because it houses administrative offices,
physical therapy and rehabilitation departments in addition to the team’s practice facility.
The locker rooms, coaches rooms, offices, hydrotherapy pools and restrooms all have a need for tempered
water. A key challenge with a facility of this type is the variation in water use between peak and off season
periods, as well as the range in demand for hot water throughout the recirculated hot water system.
Excessive maintenance became an immediate problem for the thermostatic mixing valve (TMV) that was installed to
service the whole building. “We had monthly work orders to repair the valve,” said Ray Murphy, plumbing foreman
for the Philadelphia Eagles. “It was undersized, resulting in diminished hot water in some areas of the building.
The return system was also not functioning properly and in no-flow situations, the valve would seize up.”
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